Use the map of Ndumbi area to answer questions 1 - 7

1. What is the direction of the airstrip from Ndumbi town?
   A. North west
   B. South east
   C. South west
   D. North east

2. The feature formed by river Ndumbi on its mouth is called
   A. delta
   B. tributary
   C. estuary
   D. stream

3. The climate of the Northern side of Ndumbi area is LIKELY to be
   A. cool and dry
   B. cool and wet
   C. dry and hot
   D. hot and dry

4. Which one of the following economic activities is NOT carried out in Ndumbi area?
   A. Cash crop farming
   B. Cattle keeping
   C. Tourism
   D. Mining

5. Ndumbi area is headed by
   A. Chief
   B. Governor
   C. Sub-Chief
   D. District Officer

6. The people of Ndumbi area are
   A. Muslims
   B. Hindu
   C. Christians
   D. traditionalists

7. River Ndumbi flows from __________ to __________
   A. south east to north east
   B. south west to north west
   C. north east to south
   D. north west to south west

8. A good map must have all the following qualities EXCEPT
   A. area
   B. scale
   C. title
   D. key

9. The type of vegetation that grows along rivers is referred to as
   A. reeds
   B. mangrove
   C. hyacinth
   D. riverine

10. Another name for black cotton soils is
    A. clay soils
    B. young soils
    C. volcanic soils
    D. loamy soils

11. Kenya covers a total land area of about
    A. 10 230 km²
    B. 984 000 km²
    C. 58 300 km²
    D. 500 000 km²

12. Which of the following is a drainage feature?
    A. Mountains
    B. Swamp
    C. Hill
    D. Plains

13. The line of latitude marked ‘O’ degrees which passes through Kenya is called
    A. Tropic of Cancer
    B. Prime meridian
    C. Tropic of Capricorn
    D. Equator

14. Which one of the following plateau is CORRECTLY matched with the county it is found in?
    A. Usain Gishu - Nandi
    B. Kitui - Machakos
    C. Laikipia - Nyeri
    D. Merti - Isiolo

Use the diagram below to answer questions 15 and 16

15. Which of the points marked with letters represent magnetic needle?
    A. W
    B. Z
    C. X
    D. Y
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16. The direction marked P is
   A. west south west
   B. south west
   C. south west west
   D. south south west

17. The biggest relief region in Kenya is the
   A. Nyika plateau
   B. Rift valley
   C. coastal plains
   D. highlands

18. The following are characteristics of a certain vegetation in Kenya:
   (i) Grows in areas receiving annual rainfall between 300-700mm.
   (ii) Consist of tall grass
   (iii) Acacia and baobab are main types of trees.
   The type of vegetation described above is
   A. savanna grassland
   B. desert vegetation
   C. forest vegetation
   D. mountain vegetation

19. Which one of the following rivers DOES NOT drain into Lake Victoria?
   A. Tana
   B. Kuja
   C. Nyando
   D. Nzoia

20. The Bantu originated from
   A. Southern Sudan  B. Horn of Africa
   C. Congo forest  D. Arabia

21. Skills such as mediâne and iron working were traditionally taught through
   A. reading
   B. writing
   C. listening
   D. apprenticeship.

22. A group of families with a common ancestor forms
   A. a society
   B. an age-set
   C. a clan
   D. a location

23. Three of the following belong to the same language group. Which one DOES NOT?
   A. Rendille
   B. Agikuyu
   C. Wataita
   D. Abaluhya

24. The movement of people and goods from one place to another is called
   A. communication
   B. transport
   C. urbanisation
   D. pastoralism

25. Which of the following groups of crops consist of cash crops ONLY?
   A. Carrots, kales, spinach
   B. Sisal, rice, wheat
   C. Tea, coffee, pyrethrum
   D. Cotton, millet, tea

26. The passage from childhood to adulthood is known as
   A. birth
   B. naming
   C. marriage
   D. initiation

27. The weather instrument drawn above is called
   A. wind sock
   B. thermometer
   C. windvane
   D. rain gauge

28. The instrument above is used in measuring
   A. speed of wind
   B. strength of wind
   C. direction of wind
   D. direction and strength of wind

29. The part marked x is called
   A. compass
   B. arrow
   C. stand
   D. tail
30. The following refers to a relief region in Kenya:
   (i) It is wide in the north and narrow to the south.
   (ii) Low-lying with an altitude varying from 0-250m.
   (iii) Flat floor with gently sloping sides.
   The region described above is the
   A. lake basin
   B. Rift valley
   C. Nyika plateau
   D. coastal plains

31. Which one of the following is a fresh water lake?
   A. Lake Elementaita
   B. Lake Bogoria
   C. Lake Baringo
   D. Lake Magadi

32. Which one of the following is NOT an importance of plains? They are
   A. source of rivers
   B. homes for some wild animals
   C. suitable for grazing animals
   D. suitable for plantation farming

33. The desert found in northern Kenya is called
   A. Nyiri
   B. Awara
   C. Chalbi
   D. Nyika

34. Planting trees in areas where they have been cut is called
   A. reaforestation
   B. deforestation
   C. afforestation
   D. angroforestry

35. Which one of the following is INCORRECTLY matched?
   A. Agikuyu - Mungu
   B. Luo - Nyasaye
   C. Nandi - Asis
   D. Maasai - Enkai

36. One of the following rivers is used for hydro-electric power production. Which one?
   A. Tana
   B. Abi
   C. Mara
   D. Nyando

37. The following are the benefits of interaction among Kenyan communities. Which one is NOT?
   A. helps to build trust among the people.  
   B. promotes peace
   C. helps to build a stronger society
   D. promotes war

38. The country marked Y is
   A. Sudan
   B. Ethiopia
   C. Uganda
   D. Southern Sudan

39. The climate experienced in the region marked xxx is LIKELY to be
   A. hot and cool
   B. cool and wet
   C. hot and wet
   D. hot and dry

40. The rivers marked V and Z are
   A. Kerio and Nzoia
   B. Turkwel and Kerio
   C. Mara and Kuja
   D. Ewaso Nyiro and Turkwel

41. The county marked X is called
   A. Kiambu
   B. Machakos
   C. Nairobi
   D. Nakuru

42. The neighbouring mountain L is Mt.
   A. Elgon
   B. Kenya
   C. Marsabit
   D. Kilimanjaro

43. Exchange of goods for other goods is a method of trade known as
   A. barter trade
   B. currency trade
   C. local trade
   D. regional trade
44. Which one of the following DOES NOT belong to the big five
   A. Lion
   B. Giraffe
   C. Elephant
   D. Leopard

45. Which of the following was the MAIN economic activity of the Cushites in the past?
   A. Hunting and gathering
   B. Livestock keeping
   C. Crop farming
   D. Fishing

46. Birds kept MAINLY for meat are called
   A. broilers     B. layers
   C. hens         D. chicken

47. Which one of the following is NOT part of our national flag?
   A. Spears       B. Colours
   C. Lions        D. Shield

48. Rules that guide us on how to behave well are called
   A. constitution B. moral laws
   C. legal laws   D. school rules

49. The growing of crops and keeping of animals in the same piece of land is known as
   A. mixed farming
   B. livestock farming
   C. ranching
   D. crop farming

50. Which one of the following is NOT a traditional industry?
   A. Pottery
   B. Basketry
   C. Iron work
   D. Textile

51. The people who hunt and kill wild animals for commercial purposes are known as
   A. hunters
   B. poachers
   C. smugglers
   D. game rangers

52. The following are elements of weather EXCEPT
   A. temperature
   B. wind
   C. relief
   D. rainfall

53. In Kenya, laws are made by
   A. courts
   B. police
   C. president
   D. parliament

54. The love of one’s country and readiness to defend it is known as
   A. patriotism
   B. loyalty
   C. obedience
   D. love

55. The first president of Kenya was known as
   A. Uhuru Kenyatta
   B. Mwai Kibaki
   C. Daniel Moi
   D. Jomo Kenyatta

56. 12th December is the day when all Kenyans celebrate
   A. Labour day
   B. Madaraka day
   C. Hero’s day
   D. Jamhuri day

57. Kenya is divided into _____ counties
   A. 47          B. 350
   C. 210        D. 8

58. Which one of the following is NOT an element of a good citizen?
   A. Justice
   B. Obedience
   C. Loyalty
   D. Tribalism

59. The head of a county in Kenya is the
   A. Senator
   B. Governor
   C. President
   D. Prime minister

60. The road sign below means

   A. No U turn
   B. No overtaking
   C. Bumps ahead
   D. No entry
PART II: SECTION A
CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

61. The fall of human beings in the garden of Eden is recorded in the book of
   A. Exodus
   B. Genesis
   C. Leviticus
   D. Kings

62. God appeared to Moses when he was looking after his father-in-law's sheep in
   form of
   A. thunder
   B. burning bush
   C. lightning
   D. dove

63. Which one of the following prophets went to heaven by a chariot?
   A. Elijah
   B. Elisha
   C. Nathan
   D. Joel

64. Which commandment teaches us to respect other people's property?
   A. Do not kill
   B. Do not commit adultery
   C. Respect the sabbath
   D. Do not steal

65. From the story of King Solomon the BEST gift one can ask God for is
   A. wisdom
   B. protection
   C. wealth
   D. courage

66. Who among the following were sons of Naomi?
   A. Gideon and Joseph
   B. Joram and Dan
   C. Boaz and Elimelech
   D. Mahlon and Chilion

67. How many people were saved from the floods during the time of Noah?
   A. 8
   B. 24
   C. 100
   D. 15

68. The mother of Samuel was called
   A. Rachael
   B. Hannah
   C. Sarah
   D. Elizabeth

69. Who among the following kings of Israel committed adultery?
   A. Solomon
   B. Saul
   C. David
   D. Ahab

70. Jacob had _____ sons
   A. 1
   B. 8
   C. 10
   D. 12

71. Isaiah prophesied about the coming of the Prince of Peace who was known as
   A. Holy Spirit
   B. John the Baptist
   C. David
   D. Jesus Christ

72. The prodigal son repented. This is seen when he
   A. left his friends
   B. stopped eating with pigs
   C. asked for forgiveness
   D. returned to his father

73. Who among the following helped the man who was attacked by robbers on his way to
   Jericho?
   A. Priest
   B. Levite
   C. Good Samaritan
   D. Robbers

74. The greatest commandment is of
   A. love
   B. joy
   C. faith
   D. salvation

75. Who was the first person to die because of his faith?
   A. John
   B. Stephen
   C. David
   D. Peter

76. The wise men knew Jesus was born through
   A. moon
   B. vision
   C. star
   D. prophet

77. Before his arrest, Jesus prayed in the garden of
   A. Olives
   B. Eden
   C. Jerusalem
   D. Gethsemane

78. Jesus defeated death when He
   A. raised the dead
   B. healed the sick
   C. preached
   D. resurrected

79. By calming the storm, Jesus showed that He had power over
   A. everything
   B. life
   C. satan
   D. nature

80. Christian faith and beliefs are based on
   A. Bible
   B. Lord's Prayer
   C. Holy Communion
   D. baptism
81. The promised gift of the Holy Spirit came to the believers in the day of
A. resurrection  B. Passover
C. Pentecost  D. baptism

82. Lazarus lived in
A. Nazareth  B. Bethany
C. Jericho  D. Jerusalem

83. The disciples of Jesus were also called
A. believers  B. Christians
C. followers  D. apostles

84. The sign of covenant between God and Abraham was
A. circumcision  B. rainbow
C. blood  D. new laws

85. The name Messiah means
A. the Saviour  B. the promised Christ
C. the anointed one  D. God with us

86. Happy are the pure in heart for they
A. will be shown mercy  B. will inherit the earth
C. will be comforted  D. will see God

87. The MOST loved disciple by Jesus Christ was
A. Peter  B. John
C. Levi  D. Andrew

88. The BEST way to help the poor is by
A. giving them food  B. giving them money
C. giving them jobs  D. giving them clothes

89. When Jesus was washing the disciples’ feet, He demonstrated
A. humility in service  B. tolerance for others
C. hardwork  D. leadership

90. Which one of the following is a fruit of the Holy Spirit?
A. Faithfulness  B. Healing
C. Wisdom  D. Preaching

SECTION B
ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

61. Surah Takaat is the one that warns people may continue piling wealth until they enter
A. in heaven  B. into graves
C. in hell fire  D. in paradise

62. Which surah among these talks about the day of qiyaamah?
A. Surah Humaza  B. Surah Qariyah
C. Surah Aadiyat  D. Surah Maun

63. “Watawa saubil haq, wartawa saubil swabib” is a verse from surah Asr encouraging ______ among Muslim
A. truth and patience  B. love and honesty
C. punctuality and trust  D. unity and brotherhood.

64. Which form of shirk do we ask Allah to protect us from in surah Falaq?
A. Trinity  B. idol worship
C. Praying the sun  D. Witchcraft

65. Which of these chapters is referred to as “A third of Qur’an”?
A. Surah Ikhlas  B. Surah Fatihah
C. Surah Kaafirun  D. Surah Fiil

66. “He tells lies, does not fulfill promises, and betrays trust. Who is this?” A.
A. non-believer  B. liar
C. cunning person  D. hypocrite

67. A true Muslim must the following attributes EXCEPT one. Which one?
A. Injustice  B. Kindness
C. Patience  D. Human

68. Qabliyah is a sunna prayer performed
A. after sunrise  B. before fardh prayers
C. before taraweh prayers  D. after fardh prayers

69. Who among the following recipients of zakkah is WRONGLY matched with his name?
A. Al-ghaarimah - The debtor
B. Al-aamilah - The zakkat collectors
C. Al-fuqarai - The poor
D. Al-muallaf gulf - The new convert

70. All zakahs collected from Muslims should be kept in a special house or store called
A. baitul argam  B. baiut-lilah
C. baiut maqdis  D. baiut-maal
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71. Allah (S.W) has ___ names according to Islamic teachings.  
   A. one  B. 27  
   C. 33  D. 99

72. Should a Muslim perform all the farid prayers in a day, he will pray a total of ___ rakaats.  
   A. 27  B. 10  
   C. 17  D. 30

73. Muslims should only fast for 30 days in the month of  
   A. Shaaban  B. Dhul-Hijja  
   C. Ramadhan  D. Rabiul awwal

74. The prophet said saum is a shield that protects Muslims against ___  
   A. evil  B. enemies  
   C. non-Muslims  D. misleadings

75. In which of the following cities did the prophet build the great Nabawi mosque?  
   A. Jerusalem  B. Madina  
   C. Shaam  D. Makka

76. Which among the following holy books is **WRONGLY** matched with the prophet to whom it was revealed?  
   A. Injil- Issa (A.S)  
   B. Taurat-Musa (A.S)  
   C. Zabur- Ibrahim (A.S)  
   D. Qur'an - Muhammad (S.A.W)

77. Aus and Khazraj communities were united under an agreement in ___  
   A. Madina constitution  
   B. Abu lu’ulu-a al-majus  
   C. Abraha Ashram  
   D. first pledge of Agaba

78. Who among the following was the Christian monk who the prophet met in Syria?  
   A. King Najashy  
   B. Abu lu’ulu-a al majus  
   C. Abraha Ashram  
   D. Raaghib Bahira

79. The first prophet of Allah was Adam. His two sons were  
   A. Ismail and Izhaaq  
   B. Hassan and Hussein  
   C. Sahl and Suheil  
   D. Habila and Qabila

80. The faith of a fasting Muslim increases because of the following activities. **EXCEPT** one. Which one?  
   A. Starvation  
   B. Sharing foods and meals  
   C. Spending time in mosque for ifkaf  
   D. Giving out zakkat fitr

81. Ladies who have heidh and nifas impurities should not do the following **EXCEPT** one. Which one?  
   A. Go nor sit in the mosque  
   B. Touch nor read the holy Qur’an  
   C. Eat nor drink with others  
   D. Perform salaat

82. The very first few Muslims migrated to Habesh, an African country. Which one is it?  
   A. Tanzania  B. Ethiopia  
   C. Sudan  D. Somalia

83. Which form of purification involves cleansing the whole body with water?  
   A. Istinjaa  B. Tayammum  
   C. Udhu  D. Ghusul

84. When is the dua “Inshallah” said?  
   A. When promising something  
   B. When asking for forgiveness  
   C. When finishing any task  
   D. When happy with somebody

85. We learn the following teaching about manners of eating from prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h) **EXCEPT** one. Which one?  
   A. Use the right hand  
   B. Start with “Bismillah”  
   C. Take the food when still very hot  
   D. Eat what’s directly on your side

86. Who among the following was the wife of Abulahab the prophet’s uncle?  
   A. Ummu Ayman  B. Ummu Salama  
   C. Ummul Qulthum  D. Ummul Jamii

87. “Asslaam aleikum warahmatullahi wabarakaatuh” is a full Islamic greeting rewarded ____ thawaabs.  
   A. 33  B. 30  
   C. 27  D. 99

88. Prophet Suleiman had the ability of  
   A. raising the dead people back to life  
   B. making metallic things out of iron  
   C. speaking and understanding languages of every creature  
   D. multiplying small portion of food to big ones

89. The pillar of Islam that trains Muslims **BEST** on time management and planning is  
   A. swalah  B. saum  
   C. haji  D. zakkat

90. Lady Khadija bint Khawailid was the ____ wife of prophet Muhammad  
   A. first  B. third  
   C. youngest  D. only